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Avatar: The Last Airbender--Smoke and Shadow Omnibus - Gene Luen
Yang 2021-10-05
"Created by Bryan Konietzko, Michael Dante DiMartino."
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Suki, Alone - Faith Erin Hicks
2021-07-27
Even a Kyoshi Warrior can find herself in trouble. Suki is captured by the
Fire Nation and brought to the Boiling Rock, a grim prison in the middle
of a dormant volcano. Separated from Team Avatar and her Kyoshi
Warrior sisters, she decides to build her own community among other
prisoners. But it's going to take more than an encouraging word to build
trust among so many frightened people. Suki will need to draw on all her
resources to do it, and even that might not be enough. Enjoy all-new
material from Faith Erin Hicks (The Nameless City; The Adventures of
Superhero Girl) and Peter Wartman (Stonebreaker), with colors by Adele
Matera. Written in consultation with original series writer Tim Hedrick!
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Team Avatar Tales - Gene Luen Yang
2019-10-15
This anthology from the world of Avatar: The Last Airbender features all
your favorite characters, brought to life by a cast of all-star creators!
Journey along with Team Avatar as they rescue a pumpkin farmer
waylaid by monsters, go undercover in the Fire Nation, help an old rival
with a hair-raising problem, and reflect on what it means to save the
world. Featuring the work of Gene Luen Yang (Avatar: The Last
Airbender--North and South), Faith Erin Hicks (The Nameless City),
Carla Speed McNeil (Finder), Ron Koertge (Vampire Planet), Dave
Scheidt (Dreamworks Trolls, Wrapped Up), Sara Goetter (Dungeon
Critters, Boozle), and more, this anthology features stories both hilarious
and heartwarming. Features brand new short stories set in the world of
Avatar: The Last Airbender! This volume also includes the short stories,
"Rebound", "Shells", and "Sisters", previously released for Free Comic
Book Day and never before collected!
Secret Coders - Gene Luen Yang 2015-09-29
Welcome to Stately Academy, a school which is just crawling with
mysteries to be solved! The founder of the school left many clues and
puzzles to challenge his enterprising students. Using their wits and their
growing prowess with coding, Hopper and her friend Eni are going to
solve the mystery of Stately Academy no matter what it takes! From
graphic novel superstar (and high school computer programming
teacher) Gene Luen Yang comes Secret Coders, a wildly entertaining
new series that combines logic puzzles and basic programming
instruction with a page-turning mystery plot!
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Lost Adventures - Various 2013-07-02
For three years, millions of eager fans tuned in to watch new episodes of
Nickelodeon's hit animated series Avatar: The Last Airbender. Ever
since, fans have been hungry for more—and now their wait is finally
over! This volume collects the long-out-of-print, fan-favorite comics
previously published in Nickelodeon Magazine and with the Airbender
DVDs, plus over seventy brand-new comics pages. That's twenty-six
stories set in Airbender continuity, by a host of top-notch talent, many of
whom worked on the original animated series! * A must-have for any
Airbender fan! * Twenty-six in-continuity stories, plus bonus content! *
The latest release in an ongoing partnership between Nickelodeon and
Dark Horse, to bring you the very best in Airbender books!
The Shadow Hero - Gene Luen Yang 2014-07-15
In the comics boom of the 1940s, a legend was born: the Green Turtle.
He solved crimes and fought injustice just like the other comics
characters. But this mysterious masked crusader was hiding something
more than your run-of-the-mill secret identity... The Green Turtle was the
first Asian American super hero. The comic had a short run before
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lapsing into obscurity, but the acclaimed author of American Born
Chinese, Gene Luen Yang, has finally revived this character in Shadow
Hero, a new graphic novel that creates an origin story for the Green
Turtle. With artwork by Sonny Liew, this gorgeous, funny comics
adventure for teens is a new spin on the long, rich tradition of American
comics lore.
Avatar: The Last Airbender-Imbalance Part One - Faith Erin Hicks
2018-12-18
The official continuation of Airbender from its creators, Michael Dante
DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko! Written by Faith Erin Hicks (The
Adventures of Superhero Girl, The Nameless City) and drawn by Peter
Wartman (Stonebreaker), in collaboration with Avatar: The Last
Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is
the ultimate continuation of Avatar! When Aang, Katara, Sokka, and
Toph return to Earthen Fire Industries--the factory owned by Toph's
father--Team Avatar finds that the once small town is now booming.
Expecting a warm welcome, Aang is surprised when their arrival is met
with unimpressed, cold-shouldered spectators. As soon as the team is
asked for help at a business council meeting, the reason for the slight
becomes clear--a massive bender versus non-bender conflict has gripped
the town and is threatening to turn violent.
Industrial Fatigue in Its Relation to Maximum Output - Henry John
Spooner 1917
The Legend of Korra: Turf Wars Part One - Various 2017-08-08
Relishing their newfound feelings for each other, Korra and Asami leave
the Spirit World . . . but find nothing in Republic City but political hijinks
and human vs. spirit conflict! A pompous developer plans to turn the new
spirit portal into an amusement park, potentially severing an already
tumultuous connection with the spirits. What's more, the triads have
realigned and are in a brutal all-out brawl at the city's borders--where
hundreds of evacuees have relocated! In order to get through it all, Korra
and Asami vow to look out for each other--but first, they've got to get
better at being a team and a couple! Written by series co-creator Michael
Dante DiMartino and drawn by Irene Koh (T.M.N.T., Sensation Comics
featuring Wonder Woman, Secret Origins: Batgirl, Afrina and the Glass
Coffin) and with consultation by Bryan Konietzko, this is the official
continuation of The Legend of Korra!
American Born Chinese - Gene Luen Yang 2006-09-06
A tour-de-force by rising indy comics star Gene Yang, American Born
Chinese tells the story of three apparently unrelated characters: Jin
Wang, who moves to a new neighborhood with his family only to discover
that he's the only Chinese-American student at his new school; the
powerful Monkey King, subject of one of the oldest and greatest Chinese
fables; and Chin-Kee, a personification of the ultimate negative Chinese
stereotype, who is ruining his cousin Danny's life with his yearly visits.
Their lives and stories come together with an unexpected twist in this
action-packed modern fable. American Born Chinese is an amazing ride,
all the way up to the astonishing climax. American Born Chinese is a
2006 National Book Award Finalist for Young People's Literature, the
winner of the 2007 Eisner Award for Best Graphic Album: New, an
Eisner Award nominee for Best Coloring and a 2007 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year. This title has Common Core Connections
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Katara and the Pirate's Silver - Faith Erin
Hicks 2020-10-13
It's sink or swim for Katara! When Team Avatar is suddenly ambushed by
the Fire Nation, Katara gets separated from the group. Unable to
rendezvous with Aang, Toph, and Sokka, Katara must avoid capture by
aligning herself with some unlikely allies! The normally sweet and
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sensitive Katara will need to explore her tougher side if she's going to
reunite with the rest of Team Avatar.... Written by Faith Erin Hicks (The
Adventures of Superhero Girl, The Nameless City) and drawn by Peter
Wartman (Stonebreaker), with colors by Adele Matera and letters by
ComiCraft's Jimmy Betancourt, in collaboration with Avatar: The Last
Airbender animated series writer Tim Hedricks!
Avatar, the Last Airbender - Gene Luen Yang 2015
When the Fire Nation begins to believe that the country will perish if
Zuko stays in power, Avatar Aang and his friends must protect the ruler.
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Omnibus - Gene Luen Yang
2022-02-22
When Katara and Sokka return home to the Southern Water Tribe, they
are shocked to find that it has gone from a small village to a bustling city,
in this graphic novel based on the beloved Nickelodeon animated series!
Malina, a Northerner, is behind the change and plans to unify the Water
Tribes, but Gilak, a Southerner, leads a fierce rebellion to stop her. In the
face of these two opposing tribes, Katara will have to make peace with
her nostalgia and mistrust to save the home she loves from being
permanently torn apart. This edition of Avatar: the Last Airbender--North
and South by Gene Luen Yang and Gurihiru collects parts 1-3, perfect for
any Avatar fan's digital library!
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Search Part 1 - Gene Luen Yang
2013-07-02
For years, fans of Avatar: The Last Airbender and The Legend of Korra
have burned with one question—what happened to Fire Lord Zuko's
mother? Finding a clue at last, Zuko enlists the aid of Team Avatar—and
the most unlikely ally of all—to help uncover the biggest secret of his life.
* This is the perfect companion to The Legend of Korra! * The official
continuation of Airbender from its creators!
The Discworld Graphic Novels: The Colour of Magic and The Light
Fantastic - Terry Pratchett 2020-03-26
Imagine a flat world, sitting on the backs of four elephants, who hurtle
through space balanced on a giant turtle. The Discworld is a place (and a
time) parallel to our own - but also very different. That is the setting for
Terry Pratchett's phenomenally successful Discworld series, which now
celebrates its 25th anniversary. The Discworld Graphic Novels presents
the very first two volumes of this much-loved series in graphic novel
form. First published fifteen years ago, these fully illustrated versions are
now issued for the first time in hardback. Introduced here are the bizarre
misadventures of Twoflower, the Discworld's first ever tourist, and
possibly - portentously - its last, and his guide Rincewind, the
spectacularly inept wizard.Not to mention the Luggage, which has a
mind of its own.
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Library Edition - Gene Luen
Yang 2015-02-24
Avatar Aang and friends honor an Air Nomad holiday that hasn't been
celebrated in over one hundred years, but when cryptic visits from the
spirit of Avatar Yangchen lead Aang to a refinery operating on land
sacred to the Airbenders--they soon find themselves in peril as a
dangerously powerful ancient spirit awakens with vengeance and
destruction on its mind! This collection of The Rift Parts 1-3 features
annotations by Eisner Award-winning writer Gene Luen Yang (American
Born Chinese) and artists Gurihiru (Thor and the Warriors Four), with a
brand-new sketchbook section!
Avatar: The Last Airbender- Smoke and Shadow Part Three - Gene
Luen Yang 2016-04-12
Children are disappearing in the Fire Nation capital! Avatar Aang and his
friends are doing everything in their power to save them—but will it be
enough? And worse, when Azula—the mad sister of Fire Lord
Zuko—appears on the scene, Zuko locks down the city to catch her,
igniting fear and riots in the streets! Will Zuko follow in his evil father’s
footsteps in order to save those he holds dear? * The official continuation
of Airbender from its creators, Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan
Konietzko!
Superman Smashes the Klan - Gene Luen Yang 2020-05-12
The year is 1946, and the Lee family has moved from Chinatown to
Downtown Metropolis. While Dr. Lee is eager to begin his new position
at the Metropolis Health Department, his two kids, Roberta and Tommy,
are more excited about being closer to the famous superhero Superman!
Tommy adjusts quickly to the fast pace of their new neighborhood,
befriending Jimmy Olsen and joining the baseball team, while his
younger sister Roberta feels out of place when she fails to fit in with the
neighborhood kids. She's awkward, quiet, and self-conscious of how she
looks different from the kids around her, so she sticks to watching people
instead of talking to them. While the Lees try to adjust to their new lives,
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an evil is stirring in Metropolis: the Ku Klux Klan. The Klan targets the
Lee family, beginning a string of terrorist attacks. They kidnap Tommy,
attack the Daily Planet, and even threaten the local YMCA. But with the
help of Roberta's keen skills of observation, Superman is able to fight the
Klan's terror, while exposing those in power who support them-and
Roberta and Superman learn to embrace their own unique features that
set them apart. Multi-award-winning and New York Times bestselling
author Gene Luen Yang and artist Gurihiru tell a bold new story based on
a classic Superman radio serial! Collects Superman Smashes the Klan
#1-3. DC Graphic Novels For Kids
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow Part 2 - Gene Luen Yang
2015-12-29
With the disappearances of children in the Fire Nation capital, Avatar
Aang and his friends are doing everything they can to find out who—or
what—is responsible. Aang and Zuko must work together to keep the
peace, but the emergence of the New Ozai Society, and the appearance
of the mysterious Kemurikage of legend, may prove to be too much even
for the Avatar when the true culprit of the kidnappings is revealed! * The
official continuation of Airbender from its creators, Michael Dante
DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko! * The perfect companion to The Legend
of Korra!
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 3 - Gene Luen Yang
2013-07-02
Avatar: The Last Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan
Konietzko bring The Promise to its explosive conclusion! The Harmony
Restoration Movement has failed, and the four nations are plunged back
into war! In the midst of the battle, can Aang and Fire Lord Zuko mend
the rift between them, or will Aang be forced to take actions that can't be
undone? Written by Eisner winner and National Book Award nominee
Gene Luen Yang (American Born Chinese) and drawn by Gurihiru(Thor
and the Warriors Four), this is the adventure Avatar fans have been
craving!
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Lost Adventures and Team Avatar
Tales Library Edition - Gene Luen Yang 2020-11-10
The comics continuation of Nickelodeon's hit series Avatar: The Last
Airbender returns with a treasure trove of short stories, collected for the
first time in hardcover! Follow Team Avatar as they journey through the
four nations! From Earth King Kuei to the Kyoshi Warriors, and Mai to
the Boulder, your favorite Avatar: The Last Airbender friends are back
for a wide-ranging exploration of life in their world. And where they go,
danger, fun, and hijinks are sure to follow! This full-colour hardcover
collects short stories from The Lost Adventures and Team Avatar Tales,
and includes the work of fan-favorite creators like Michael Dante
DiMartino, Gene Luen Yang, Gurihiru, Faith Erin Hicks, Kiku Hughes,
and many more! Add this gorgeous collection to your bookshelf today!
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Imbalance Part Two - Faith Erin Hicks
2019-05-14
Aang and Team Avatar race to resolve rising tensions between benders
and non-benders before a town is torn apart! There's something fishy
going on in Cranefish Town, and it's up to Aang, Katara, Sokka, and Toph
to find out what, before the simmering conflict between benders and
non-benders boils over into all-out war. But danger lurks where they
least expect it, and uncovering the truth will reveal a threat unlike any
they've ever faced--and a fateful choice for Aang he can never unmake!
Written by Faith Erin Hicks (The Adventures of Superhero Girl, The
Nameless City) and drawn by Peter Wartman (Stonebreaker), in
collaboration with Avatar: The Last Airbender creators Michael Dante
DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is the ultimate continuation of
Avatar!
For Butter or Worse - Erin La Rosa 2022-07-26
“With great tension, simmering heat, and clever banter, FOR BUTTER
OR WORSE is a mouthwateringly delicious enemies-to-lovers
romance.”—Helen Hoang, USA Today bestselling author of The Heart
Principle "[A] sparkling romance...witty and lighthearted, with plenty of
tender moments to keep readers invested, this work gets the enemies-tolovers trope right."—Publishers Weekly They go together like water and
oil… All chef Nina Lyon wants is to make a name for herself in the
culinary world and inspire young women everywhere to do the same. For
too long, she’s been held back and underestimated by the maledominated sphere of professional kitchens, and she's had enough. Now,
as co-host of the competitive reality TV series The Next Cooking Champ!,
she finally has a real shot at being top tier in the foodie scene. Too bad
her co-host happens to be Hollywood’s smarmiest jerk. Restaurateur Leo
O’Donnell never means to get under Nina’s skin. It just seems to happen,
especially when the cameras are rolling. It's part of the anxiety and
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stress he has come to know all too well in this line of work. So nothing
prepares him for the fallout after he takes one joke a smidge too far and
Nina up and quits—on live TV. To make matters worse, the two are
caught in what looks like a compromising situation by the paparazzi…and
fans of the show go absolutely nuts. Turns out, a “secret romance”
between Nina and Leo may just be what their careers need most. Now all
they have to do is play along, without killing each other...and without
catching feelings. Easy as artisanal shepherd's pie. Right?
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Part 2 - Gene Luen Yang
2014-07-29
Team Avatar find themselves up to their necks in trouble as mysterious
forces threaten to destroy land once sacred to the Airbenders! While
Aang journeys to the spirit world in search of clues, Toph faces off
against her own past! * The official continuation of Airbender from its
creators, Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko! * Avatar: The
Last Airbender—The Search continues to top the sales charts! * The
perfect companion to The Legend of Korra!
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Search Library Edition - Gene
Luen Yang 2014-02-18
The biggest mystery of Avatar—the fate of Fire Lord Zuko’s mother—is
revealed in this remarkable oversized hardcover collecting parts 1–3 of
The Search, from Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and
Bryan Konietzko! Featuring annotations by Eisner Award–winning writer
Gene Luen Yang (American Born Chinese) and artistic team Gurihiru
(Thorand the Warriors Four), and a brand-new sketchbook, this is a story
that Avatar fans need in an edition they will love! * The official
continuation of Airbender from its creators and best-selling writer Gene
Luen Yang! * Collecting The Search Parts 1–3, with tons of extras! “A
wonderful reintroduction to the world of Aang and his merry band of
benders.”—Nerdist
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Search Omnibus - Gene Luen Yang
2020-10-27
Immediately following the Avatar's adventures chronicled in The
Promise, this remarkable omnibus that collects parts 1-3 of The Search,
from Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko!
For years, fans of Avatar: The Last Airbender and The Legend of Korra
have burned with one question--what happened to Fire Lord Zuko's
mother? Finding a clue at last, Zuko enlists the aid of Team Avatar--and
the most unlikely ally of all--to help uncover the biggest secret of his life.
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift - Gene Yang 2014-11-18
Written and drawn by the creative team behind the best-sellingThe
Promise and The Search, in collaboration with the creators ofAvatar: The
Last Airbender and The Legend of Korra, this is the ultimate continuation
of Avatar and the perfect companion toKorra! * The official continuation
of Airbender from its creators! “As with much of what the show and
comic series have done, it’s nothing like what I expected, and is still so
satisfying.”—Fandom Post
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Rift Omnibus - Gene Luen Yang
2021-02-23
#1 New York Times graphic novel bestseller! Avatar Aang and friends
honor an Air Nomad holiday that hasn't been celebrated in over one
hundred years. But when cryptic visits from the spirit of Avatar
Yangchen lead Aang to a refinery operating on land sacred to the
Airbenders--they soon find themselves in peril as a dangerously powerful
ancient spirit awakens with vengeance and destruction on its mind! This
omnibus collects The Rift parts 1-3, continuing the long-running official
continuation of the hit Nickelodeon animated series Avatar: The Last
Airbender!
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Library Edition Gene Luen Yang 2017-11-07
When Katara and Sokka return home to the Southern Water Tribe, they
are shocked to find that it has gone from a small village to a bustling
city! Malina, a Northerner, is behind the change and plans to unify the
two groups, but Gilak, a Southerner, leads a fierce rebellion to stop her.
In the face of these two opposing tribes, Katara will have to make peace
with her nostalgia and distrust to save the home she loves from being
permanently torn apart. This special, oversized edition of Avatar: the
Last Airbender -- North and South features volumes 1-3 with annotations
by writer Gene Luen Yang and artists Gurihiru, as well as a sketchbook
section with new, behind-the-scenes material!
The Legend of Korra: The Art of the Animated Series Book One Air - Michael Dante DiMartino 2013-07-30
Return to the world of Avatar! This handsome hardcover contains
hundreds of pieces of never-before-seen artwork created during the
development of Season 1 of The Legend of Korra. With captions from
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Mike and Bryan throughout, this is an intimate look inside the creative
process that brought the mystical world of bending and a new generation
of heroes to life! * Captions bycreators Michael Dante DiMartino and
Bryan Konietzko! * Follow-up to smash hit animated series Avatar: The
Last Airbender! * Never-before-seen artwork!
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part Three - Gene Luen
Yang 2017-05-09
Fire Lord Zuko and Earth King Kuei arrive in the Southern Water Tribe
amid protests of Gilak's imprisonment. While the leaders hold council to
solidify Malina and Hakoda's unification plans, Gilak breaks free and
leads a powerful rebellion! In the face of these two opposing tribes,
Katara will have to make peace with her nostalgia and distrust to save
the home she loves from being permanently torn apart. Written and
drawn by the creative team behind the best-selling The Search, The Rift,
and Smoke and Shadow, Gene Luen Yang and Gurihiru, in collaboration
with Avatar: The Last Airbender and Legend of Korra creators Michael
Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is the ultimate continuation
of Avatar and the perfect companion to Legend of Korra!
Avatar: The Last Airbender--North and South Part One - Various
2016-09-27
From National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature, Eisner Award
winner, and #1 New York Times bestseller Gene Yang! When Aang
leaves to aid Zuko with the Kemurikage, Katara and Sokka return to the
Southern Water Tribe by themselves. Katara is shocked to find that her
beloved village has become a bustling city, with none other than their
father, Hakoda, in charge! A northerner named Malina seems to be
behind this change, pushing the North and South to be more unified . . .
but what are her true goals? * The official continuation of Airbender from
its creators, Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko!
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Promise Omnibus - Bryan Konietzko
2020-06-30
Aang and friends must join together once again as the four nations'
tenuous peace is threatened by an impasse between Fire Lord Zuko and
Earth King Kuei! As the world heads toward another devastating war,
Aang's friendship with Zuko throws him into the middle of the conflict!
Available for the first time in omnibus format, this volume collects parts
1-3 of Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise. This is the official
continuation of the hit Nickelodeon(TM) series!
Avatar: The Last Airbender: Legacy - Michael Teitelbaum 2015-10-13
Aang, the much-loved hero of Nickelodeon’s hit animated series Avatar:
The Last Airbender, takes readers on an exciting and interactive journey
through his thrilling world. Earth. Air. Fire. Water. These are the four
nations that lived in harmony until the Fire Nation attacked. For the next
hundred years, war raged across the globe. It was believed that all
inhabitants from the Air Nation had perished. Then, a girl and her
brother discovered a twelve-year-old boy frozen in an iceberg. His name:
Aang. He is the Avatar, the master of all four elements. Together Aang
and his friends went on to save the world! Now a man, Aang looks back
on these adventurous years—from being found in the ice to fighting epic
battles to negotiating peace. This is Aang’s story, his mementos, and
keepsakes. Avatar: The Last Airbender: Legacy is the collection that
Aang passes down to his son Tenzin, who will one day be a master
Airbender, too. Readers will relish Aang’s heroic tales and the posters,
clippings, cards, and maps he gathered along the way! About the Insight
Legends series Insight Legends is a collectible pop culture library
featuring books that take an in-depth look at iconic characters and other
elements from the worlds of comics, movies, television, and video games.
Packed with amazing removable items that give the books an immersive,
interactive feel, the series delivers unparalleled insight into the bestloved heroes and villains in modern fiction and the worlds they inhabit
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Rift Part 1 - Gene Luen Yang
2014-03-18
Avatar Aang asks his friends to help him honor Yangchen's Festival—one
of the highest Air Nomad holidays, which hasn't been celebrated in over
one hundred years. But cryptic visits from the spirit of Avatar Yangchen
herself lead Aang to discover a jointly owned Fire Nation and Earth
Kingdom refinery—operating on land sacred to the Airbenders! Is this
the cause of the pollution Aang finds there, or is a more mysterious
menace afoot? * The official continuation of Airbender from the original
series creators! * Continues to top the sales charts! * The perfect
companion to The Legend of Korra! "One of the best new pop culture
mythologies to debut in the last decade."—Kotaku "A fantastic glimpse
into the post-series universe."—Bleeding Cool
Avatar: The Last Airbender - The Promise Part 2 - Gene Luen Yang
2013-07-02
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Aang and Katara are working tirelessly for peace when an impasse
between Fire Lord Zuko and Earth King Kuei over Fire Nation colonies
within the borders of the Earth Nation threatens to plunge the world
back into war! Meanwhile, Sokka must help Toph prepare her hapless
first class of metalbending students to defend their school against a rival
class of firebenders! * Written by Eisner winner and National Book
Award nominee Gene Luen Yang (American Born Chinese).
The Legend of Korra: Turf Wars Library Edition - Michael Dante
DiMartino 2019-03-26
Written by series co-creator Michael Dante DiMartino and drawn by
Irene Koh (Secret Origins: Batgirl, Afrina and the Glass Coffin) and with
consultation by Bryan Konietzko, this is the official continuation of The
Legend of Korra! Collects The Legend of Korra: Turf Wars Parts One,
Two, and Three. New beginnings for Korra and Asami! After a refreshing
sojourn in the Spirit World, Korra and Asami return to Republic City but
find nothing but political hijinks and human vs. spirit conflict! Pompous
developer Wonyong Keum plans to turn the new spirit portal into an
amusement park, potentially severing an already tumultuous connection
with the spirits. At the city's edge, Zhu Li enlists everyone she can to aid
the thousands of hungry and homeless evacuees who have relocated
there. Meanwhile, the Triple Threats' ruthless new leader, Tokuga, is
determined to unite the other triads under his rule, no matter the cost. In
order to get through it all, Korra and Asami vow to look out for each
other--but first, they've got to get better at being a team!
Necronomicon - H.P. Lovecraft 2008-09-18
WIKIPEDIA says: 'H.P. Lovecraft's reputation has grown tremendously
over the decades, and he is now commonly regarded as one of the most
important horror writers of the 20th century, exerting an influence that
is widespread, though often indirect.' His tales of the tentacled Elder
God Cthulhu and his pantheon of alien deities were initially written for
the pulp magazines of the 1920s and '30s. These astonishing tales blend
elements of horror, science fiction and cosmic terror that are as powerful
today as they were when they were first published. THE
NECRONOMICON collects together the very best of Lovecraft's tales of
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terror, including the complete Cthulhu Mythos cycle, just the way they
were originally published. It will introduce a whole new generation of
readers to Lovecraft's fiction, as well as being a must-buy for those fans
who want all his work in a single, definitive volume.
Avatar: The Last Airbender--Imbalance Library Edition - Faith Erin
Hicks 2020-06-16
Aang faces a decision from which there is no return! When Aang, Katara,
Sokka, and Toph return to Earthen Fire Industries--the factory owned by
Toph's father--Aang is surprised when their arrival is met with a cold
shoulder. As soon as the team is asked for help at a business council
meeting, the reason for the slight becomes clear: a massive benderversus-non-bender conflict has gripped the town and is threatening to
turn violent. In order to heal the divide and save the town, Aang and the
team will all face tough decisions about power and identity that could
tear them apart. Written by Faith Erin Hicks (The Adventures of
Superhero Girl, The Nameless City) and drawn by Peter Wartman
(Stonebreaker), in collaboration with Avatar: The Last Airbender creators
Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is the ultimate
continuation of Avatar! Collects Avatar: The Last Airbender - Imbalance
parts 1-3 (ATLA volumes 16-18).
Avatar: The Last Airbender - Smoke and Shadow Part One - Gene Luen
Yang 2015-10-06
The Fire Nation is threatened by a prophecy told by the Kemurikage-mysterious figures thought only to exist in legend--remove Zuko from the
throne or the country will perish! Avatar Aang and his friends escort
Zuko and his family back to the capitol completely unaware of the
looming threat growing in the city. Unrest is brewing as the New Ozai
Society prepares to make its move against the crown, and children begin
to go missing from their homes under mysterious circumstances! Written
and drawn by the creative team behind the best-selling The Promise, The
Search and The Rift, Gene Luen Yang and Gurihiru, in collaboration with
Avatar: The Last Airbender and Legend of Korra creators Michael Dante
DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is the ultimate continuation of
Avatar and the perfect companion to Legend of Korra!
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